Will the final battle not be between good and evil, but rather injuriologists and accidentologists?
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Injury control (or injury prevention and safety promotion, as many prefer) is a very young scientific discipline. Many constructs and related terminologies in this field are still evolving, and often actually blurred. To settle a common working academic nomenclature within it has proved a formidable if not utopian undertaking, given both the broad array of professional disciplines involved and the fact that mostly all preventive actions entail a dynamic interplay with communities worldwide. Thus, many common language words have been unevenly terminologised, so that terms and jargon.

As to the particular role of the word ‘accident’ within the injury field lexicon, we observed 50 years that separated us from Bill Haddon’s seminal works on what he called the phenomena of trauma. Dr Haddon urged those who would make scientific contributions in the injury field to avoid approaches which translated the traditional, prescientific wisdom into scientific terms and jargon. However, we have been witnessing a great deal of debate between those who sustain that the injury was not preventable, and related terminologies in this field are still evolving, and often actually blurred. To settle a common working academic nomenclature within it has proved a formidable if not utopian undertaking, given both the broad array of professional disciplines involved and the fact that mostly all preventive actions entail a dynamic interplay with communities worldwide. Thus, many common language words have been unevenly terminologised, so that terms and jargon.

Indeed, at the time of the inception of the journal Injury Prevention 20 years ago, the prevailing attitude among authors within the injury field had been, for some years already, to focus heavily on injuries themselves and to eschew the word ‘accident’ altogether. However, it was noteworthy that both the very first editorial and one of the introductory opinion articles casted doubts on the appropriateness of the banishment of the word ‘accident’ from the injury researcher’s vocabulary, or at least conceded that practical difficulties and conceptual problems might arise from conflating injury events and their outcomes.

Deborah Girasek’s article, published in Injury Prevention in March 1999, was the first methodologically sound search for empirical evidence supporting injury prevention professionals’ assertion that laypeople embraced prescientific concepts of injury causation, thus associating the word accident with ideas of non-preventability and fatalism. Yet, results of this important study showed that the only concept that laypeople associated very strongly with the word ‘accident’ was that of unpreventability. It was found that 83% of the subjects stated that when they heard the word ‘accident’ they usually thought that what had happened could have been prevented.

The merit of this study was highlighted at first by the fact that it shattered the long-held conviction of the editor of Injury Prevention, Barry Pless, that the use of the word ‘accident’ was harmful to preventive efforts. In fact, Pless actually stated that, like most injury prevention zealots (sic), he had been convinced that the term ‘accident’ usually conveyed the idea that the injury was not preventable, but, even still believing that the word should be better avoided. The editor had been impressed with the rigour of the work and had had no hesitation agreeing it should be published.

Girasek’s work was important because it marked the swinging back of the pendulum from the zeitgeist of post-Haddon days up to the turn of the century—when the complexities of human–environment interchanges that led to injury events seemed to be gathering less attention than the unfortunate outcomes—to a time of more broad-minded considerations, which allowed the creation of new conceptual and theoretical frameworks comprising all dimensions of the injury phenomenon.

Notwithstanding, in the course of events, Ron Davis and Barry Pless penned a BMJ editorial entitled “BMJ bans ‘accidents’—accidents are not unpredictable”, in which they announced that from then on all BMJ publications would avoid the use of the word accident. In response to a flood of criticisms, they distilled the negative comments into 10 key arguments and replied to each one of them in a text that turned out to be probably the most sensible and authoritative statement ever on why to avoid using the word ‘accident’ in scientific discourse. Among their main arguments: people can be taught to foresee injury events; beyond the matter of preventability and predictability, ‘accident’ is much too imprecise as a term since it refers to a number of diverging concepts, covering everything from spilled milk to death; it is quite feasible to use alternative terms (such as fall, collision or drowning), but, whenever the clumsiness quotient of replacement is too high, then the word ‘accident’ should be perfectly allowed.

Anyway, with Girasek’s paper came more rigorous studies on injury terminology that gradually set the stage for the following conception: Yes, in general language, accidents are random—meaning that the time of occurrence cannot be predicted with certainty, not that the events are independent of risk, that is, unforeseeable—and unforeseen, and yet preventable—meaning that the causes are identifiable and/or worth investigating events. The lay notions of the word ‘accident’ seem to carry more subtleties than those who advocate for simply banning it from the academic lexicon maintain. In lack of a better academic term for such concept, perhaps it is time that injury preventionists reconsider the role that the word ‘accident’, now properly terminologised, might have in injury epidemiology, as long as it never takes precedence to more specific terms. Above all, it should never be applied to mean the ensuing injury itself. 

As journals like Injury Prevention increasingly aim at international readership, researchers should also gaze at the evidence that terminological imprecision and ambiguity seem to be even more pronounced in settings that are outside the
realm of the English-language literature.21–26 Could it be that the final battle will not be between good and evil, but rather injuriologists and accidentologists?
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Ollie Otter: children ‘otter’ buckle up

In Mississippi, the law requires children aged 4–7 to be in booster seats if they are shorter than 4 feet 9 inches tall or weigh <65 pounds. The message is delivered in part by Ollie Otter. Comment: Mascots like Ollie are reminiscent of several similar discredited forbearers, for example, Canada’s Elmer the safety elephant and the UK’s Tufty and the Green Cross code. (Noted by IBP)

WHO relies on flawed studies

Gordon Guyatt’s team at McMaster University found that 73 of 289 strong recommendations made by WHO over a 5-year period were based on low-quality evidence. Guyatt’s concern is that the advice is not evidence-based (a term he helped popularise) i.e., studies that use well-conducted randomised trials. (Noted by IBP)

Quebec’s long gun registry being destroyed

The Supreme Court of Canada upheld the Federal Government’s right to destroy 1.2 million records of guns registered in Quebec. The Coalition for Gun Control continues to oppose a Bill that would relax controls on licenses and on handguns and assault weapons. Quebec is now committed to create its own registry. (Noted by IBP)
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